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1 Executive Summary

This deliverable is related to the FR8RAIL WP3, “Telematics & Electrification”, regarding the
development of telematics technologies, which will provide essential information input for
different applications such as condition based and predictive maintenance. This task (3.6) will
focus on the identification of the most relevant wayside monitoring measurements for rail freight
transportation, in line with what is being defined in TD3.7 RIMMS (Railway Information Measuring
and Monitoring System), and their integration with data collected on-board.
The goal of this deliverable is to perform an impact analysis of the wayside freight wagons
monitoring, focusing on the integration of on-board and wayside collected data and its usage in
an Intelligent Asset Maintenance System (IAMS), where Big Data Analytics are used as part of the
decision making process.
After giving an overview of the background in 3 and a short description of the objective in 4, the
technical part of this deliverable starts with a, as much as possible, complete review of the rolling
stock components and relevant parameters in 5, without a specific reference to monitoring
technologies.
Then main wayside monitoring technologies are described in 6, together with prominent examples
of systems already existing in the market and innovative new ones, currently being developed as
part of TD 3.7 RIMMS.
Chapter 7 shortly introduces on-board monitoring systems, which will be more extensively
described in other FR8RAIL WP3 deliverables, and goes in detail in a comparison of the two
different monitoring approaches, on-board and wayside. This chapter introduces also the different
actors involved in the asset management process, their communication network and the Canonical
Data Model concept, in line with what is actually being defined in Shift2Rail IP2 and IP3, facilitating
an easy exchange of information among the different actors, by defining a “common dictionary”.
The definition of the overall Intelligent Asset Management architecture, in line with the current
development state of IP3, is provided in chapter 8. The input data collected go through a data
cleaning and processing procedure to be finally used by Big Data Analytics tools for extracting
descriptive and predictive useful information as described in 8.3. Detail of all the relevant
architecture components, data processing and Big Data Analytics algorithms will be provided to
clarify the technical concepts behind the proposed approach.
Finally two relevant case studies will be defined in 9 demonstrating the feasibility and utility of the
overall approach.
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2 Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms
AMP

Description
Asset Management Plan

CBM

Condition Based Monitoring

CDM

Canonical Data Model

DOS

Denial Of Service

ECM

Entity in Charge of Maintenance

FM

Fleet Manager

HMI

Human Machine Interface

HVAC

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning

IAMP

Implementation of the Asset Management Plan

IAMS

Intelligent Asset Maintenance System

IM

Infrastructure Manager

IP

Innovation Program

MTBF

Mean Time Between Failures

NSA

National Safety Authority

OOD

Object Oriented Design

RFID

Radio Frequency IDentification

RID

Regulation concerning the International carriage of
Dangerous goods by rail
Railway Information Measuring and Monitoring System

RIMMS
RU
SAMP
SCADA

Railway Undertaking
Strategic Asset Management Plan
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

TD

Technological Demonstrator

TOS

Terminal Operating System

TMS

Traffic Management System

UIC

Union Internationale des Chemins de Fer (International
Union of Railways)
Ultra Violet

UV
WMT

Wayside Monitoring Technology

WTMS

Wayside Train Monitoring System
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3 Background

While the past decades have seen substantial improvements in passenger transport (e.g. high
speed trains and infrastructure), rail freight is lagging behind. Freight trains do not commonly
exceed 80-120 km/h. Moreover, on-board condition monitoring is completely missing in freight
wagons, mainly due to Life Cycle Costs (LCC) and electrification constraints, making preventive and
corrective maintenance still the most used choice. Wayside train monitoring solutions, e.g. Hot
Box Axle Bearings, are already present in the market from a few decades, but their main usage is
related to imminent safety problems and do not consider maintenance and logistics opportunities
offered by the market. This situation comes also as a consequence of data exchange difficulties
among different players of the railway sector, such as Railway Undertakings, taking care of freight
transport and wagons maintenance from one side, and Infrastructure Managers being the owners
of wayside monitoring systems, taking care of operation safety and infrastructure maintenance on
the other.
Based on the current situation, the Shift2Rail program defines a series of challenges for improving
attractiveness and efficiency of the rail freight sector, described in detail in the Multi Annual
Activity Plan. These include:
 Increase of reliability and punctuality.
 Reduction of transportation and maintenance costs.
 Increase of availability.
 Increase of flexibility.
 Real time monitoring and tracking of cargo (especially for dangerous goods).
“Telematics and Electrifications” TD inside Shift2Rail IP5 takes advantage of new technological and
conceptual achievements to answer specific aspects related to all the above challenges. In
particular, referring to this deliverable, the use of joint wayside and on-board monitoring systems
is a key aspect of the overall solution. On-board monitoring systems are being developed as part
of Shift2Rail IP5, while existent wayside monitoring ones are being augmented by new solutions
provided by Shift2Rail IP3 Railway Information Measuring and Monitoring Systems (RIMMS).
The opportunities related to the use of integrated monitoring information from both wayside and
on-board systems are offered from innovative solutions, like Intelligent Asset Management
Systems (IAMS), such as the one being developed in IP3, and logistics provided services, such as
the Intelligent Video Gate being developed in IP5. In terms of IAMS, information gathered by
wayside and on-board systems is to be used in everyday operation activities and by Big Data
Analytics tools in decision making processes, in order to implement Condition Based and Predictive
Maintenance strategies. In terms of IVG, the information gathered is to be used for automation of
terminal inbound/outbound operations and safety purpose, especially referring to dangerous
goods handling.
This deliverable will go in detail in all the above aspects, defining also two relevant case studies
that will show the benefits of correlating on-board and wayside data for operations improvement,
maintenance and safety purposes.
G A H2020 – 730617
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4 Objective/Aim

This deliverable will focus on the identification of the most relevant wayside measurements for
rail freight transportation in line with TD 3.7 RIMMS, and their integration with data collected onboard, leading to the definition of relevant case studies.
The purpose of this document is to define main monitoring parameters of a freight train and the
ways wayside monitoring systems and on-board ones collaborate to create data usage solutions,
with an important focus on IAMS and their Big Data Analytics tools and methodologies.
The document is relevant for IP3 CBM and Telematics topics, providing very important technical
inputs related to rolling stock monitoring parameters, on-board wayside monitoring data
integration and usage, with a particular focus on IAMS systems and Big Data Analytics solutions.
Its results should be taken into account from following projects going more in a development of
real use cases phase.

5

Freight Train Monitoring

Freight trains provide the freight physical carrier in the railway transport mode. The main objective
of rail freight transport is to deliver goods according to established timing, safety and quality
requirements. This means that a constant monitoring is necessary, to allow traceability and
integrity of the goods and for the proper functioning of the vehicle and its components. In
particular, in this chapter the following monitoring parameters will be analysed:
 Rolling stocks parameters: concerning different parts of the rolling stocks, principally located
in the bogie, in traction or braking system, or concerning wagon specific characteristics.
 Freight specific parameters: specific parameters of freight load, in terms of classification,
location, weight, gauge, etc.
 Train running parameters: concerning the train behaviour and vehicle performance.
All these 3 categories of monitoring parameters are explained more in detail in the following
subchapters.

5.1 Rolling Stocks Monitoring Parameters

The rolling stocks components subject to monitoring can be divided in the following groups:
 Bogie: including the critical mechanical component which may cause accident or derailment,
such as wheelsets, axles, suspensions, etc.
 Traction system: providing the physical components for traction performance, such as
pantograph, traction motor, etc.
 Braking system: including the brake components, such as brake discs and shoes, brake hoses,
sanding system, etc.
 Other wagon components: including other physical components of trains and wagons such as
side walls, hatches, couplers, etc.

5.1.1 Bogie Components

The bogies are a complex and critical system for the reliability and safety of freight trains
operations (see Figure 5-1). That’s why, continuous monitoring of wear and fatigue phenomena is
particularly important.
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The main bogie components subject to monitoring are the following:


Axles: axle boxes and gearboxes.



Wheels and their parameters such as profile, friction, load, dynamic load impact, lateral force,
diameter, equivalent conicity, imbalance, eccentricity, etc.



Primary and secondary suspensions: springs, shock absorbers.

Figure 5-1: Bogie components
In this subchapter, an overview of the most relevant parameters is given for each subsystem. More
in detail, the list of specific parameters to be monitored is shown for axles, such as axle box
temperature, damage and unusual features of axle boxes and gearboxes. Afterwards, the critical
wheel parameters are described, such as geometry, defect, load, friction, imbalance etc. Finally,
the suspension system is investigated for monitoring crucial measurements regarding springs and
shock absorbers [1].

5.1.2 Axles
5.1.2.1.1 Axle

An axle is the assembly of two wheels and a shaft. Axle structural integrity should be carefully
monitored, because its rupture could lead to vehicle derailment.
Some parameters related to axle structural integrity are shown in Figure 5-2: corrosion pit,
longitudinal and transverse cracks. For more details refer to [2].
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Figure 5-2: Axle defects

5.1.2.1.2 Axle gearbox
Axle gearbox is the device that contains gear transmission components, i.e. pinion and gearwheel,
which connects the drive from the armature to the axle. The transmission driving parts are
sprockets of electrical motor and wheelset [3]. The main parameters for proper operation are:


Operational condition: lubrication (oil level of the axle gearbox), vibrations and gear noise [4].



General condition: damage, unusual features and presence of fixing and locking components.

5.1.2.1.3 Axle bearing
Axle bearings are among the most important components of rolling stocks. They are responsible
for transmitting the weight of the vehicle directly to the wheel and are considered as critical
mechanical components. Bearing defects, unless detected in time, will cause malfunction and may
even lead to catastrophic failure of affected components [3, 5].
The main aspects to be monitored are:


Defects:
▫ Defects or manufacturing errors: worn outer race, indentation, smeared inner race, flaking,
cracking, brinelling (refer to Figure 5-3).
▫ Lubricant failure: insufficient lubricant quantity, over lubricating.
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Figure 5-3: Axle bearing defects


Operating temperature:
▫ Axle bearing temperature: abnormal overheating of the axle bearing could be a sign of
problems, for example extreme overheating causes lubrication failure, due to change in
viscosity characteristics and brings to derailment.

5.1.3 Wheels
Wheels are exposed to high mechanical stress and have an important influence in the railway
transport safety, comfort and maintenance [5, 6, 7].

5.1.3.1.1 Wheel profile defects
There are several types of wheel geometry defects that can be classified into:


Surface defects (Figure 5-4): including wheel flat, shelling, spalling and cracks.



Polygonization: including corrugation, roughness and eccentricity.



Profile defects: related to flange thickness, wheel diameter, oval wheel, equivalent conicity,
etc.



Subsurface defects: including hardening, residual stress and contamination.
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Figure 5-4: Wheel defects: 1 shelling, 2 wheel flat, 3 roughness, 4 spalling

5.1.3.1.2 Wheel performance
Main parameters to be taken into account are therefore related to the wheel performance:


Friction condition: including friction coefficient, slipping, temperature.



The wheel hardness.



Wheel/rail contact: including force, wear and adhesion.



Lubrication: lubrication of wheel surface.



Wheel load: static and dynamic load and imbalance.

5.1.4 Suspension
The rail vehicle suspension system (Figure 5-5) is designed to isolate the car body from vibrations
and shocks, reducing wheel-rail forces and wear. It is divided in primary and secondary suspension.
The primary suspension is between the axle box and the bogie and consists of springs and dampers
that support the entire train. The secondary suspension is between the bogie and the vehicle and
is mainly a pneumatic suspension [8, 9].
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Figure 5-5: Primary and secondary suspension

5.1.4.1.1 Primary suspension monitoring

The primary suspensions are normally composed of springs and dampers. The main parameters
to be monitored are:


Material condition: damage checks, splits, cracks, corrosion and wear.



Profile condition: fixing and locking components check, springs characteristics (axial stiffness
test) and primary suspension gap.



Operation condition: lubrication and static contact pressure.

5.1.4.1.2 Secondary suspension monitoring

The secondary suspension is normally composed of air springs. The main parameters to be
monitored are:


Material condition: damage checks, splits, cracks, corrosion and wear.



Profile condition: fixing and locking components check, suspension characteristics (axial
stiffness test) and air suspension height.



Operation condition: air suspension tightness, pressurization system, static contact pressure
and lubrication.

5.1.5 Traction System
The traction components of a running train are particularly important for its safety and
functionality. The main components to be monitored for achieving the best traction performance,
concern the traction motor and pantograph. Just a few monitoring parameters of an electric motor
are taken into account here, due to their complexity that is beyond the general scope of this
deliverable. Therefore, the section focuses on a high level description of the most relevant
measurements concerning the traction system, for example pantograph height, shape and tape
wear, motor bar or rotor damage and wear, circuit breakers etc.
G A H2020 – 730617
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5.1.6 Traction Motor
The traction motor (Figure 5-6) is the device that provides the torque power for train movement
[10].

Figure 5-6: Example of traction motor
Traction motor design parameters to be monitored are:


Mechanical components: rotor, stator, coil, bar, etc.

Some of the train’s operating parameters that affect traction motor performance are:


Vibration.



Temperature.



Acceleration.



Many or few starts and stops.



Inverter characteristics (voltage and current).

5.1.7 Pantograph
The pantograph (Figure 5-7) is a device dedicated to capturing electric power from an overhead
contact line, placed roughly on the roof of a railway vehicle. It consists of a collector head equipped
with slide plane that is in direct contact with the wire of the contact electric line [11, 12].
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Figure 5-7: Example of pantograph part
Pantograph parameters monitoring are:


Material condition: damage checks, splits, cracks, corrosion and wear.



Profile condition: correct height, out of gauge and shape defects.



Operation condition: carbon stripe wear, pantograph-catenary friction coefficient, contact
force and number of lifted pantographs.

5.1.8 Circuit breaker
The circuit breaker includes vacuum circuit breakers and earthing switch. It is located on the roof,
near the pantograph, and is used to isolate the power supply in case of breakdown or maintenance
[13, 14].
Circuit breaker parameters to be monitored are:


Material condition: damage checks, splits, cracks, corrosion and wear.



Operation condition: temperature (temperatures could physiologically grow up to 550°C due
to normal braking).

5.1.9 Traction transformer
The traction transformer (Figure 5-8) is one of the main components of the traction operation of
a rolling stock. Its functionality is to convert energy from the pantograph to the power electronics
converter for traction and auxiliary systems. A complete list of all parameters to be monitored can
be found in [15].
Some of the transformer main parameters to be monitored are the following:


Radiator: pollution, cracks, damage and temperature.



Valve: position, opening and pressure.



Oil: oil level and oil leakages.
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Figure 5-8: Traction transformer

5.1.10

Braking System

The ability to monitor the status of train braking system has several important consequences for
rail safety and reliability. The braking system is the set of parts that have the function of reducing
the vehicle speed. In the rail freight sector, where heavy loads are transported, components are
even more subject to wear and fatigue during the braking phase. Given the functional and
operational characteristics of a freight train, the braking systems must meet certain specific
requirements. In freight trains air braking systems are mainly used [16, 17, 18]. Continuous braking
is provided to all train vehicles, through a hose and pipes system, starting from the loco. The
braking system main components are (Figure 5-9):


Compressor: pressurized air provider.



Reservoir: compressed air storage and backup container for the entire braking system.



Brake pipe: consisting of the air pipes of each vehicle, linked together by flexible coupled
hoses.



Brake cylinder: developing the forces from the piston rod (5a) being expanded.



Brake rigging: transmitting the forces to brake shoes or disc.
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Figure 5-9: Braking train scheme
Main braking components and parameters to be monitored for correct brake operation are:


Brake compressor: damage, wear and pressure.



Brake reservoir: damage and air pressure.



Brake cylinder: pressure, temperature and performance degradation.



Brake pipe: integrity and pressure.



Brake hoses: hose integrity (condition, damage, defect, cut, abrasion), hose height from
ground and tightness level.



Brake shoes; shoe thickness and defects.



Brake discs/pad: disc/pad clearance, wear, fatigue, damage, correct position and correct
operation.

Other parameters to be monitored concerning brake performance are:


Brake noise: noise generated by discs / pad during braking operation.



Brake friction: including adhesion and friction during sanding operation.



Brake temperature: including disk temperature during braking operation.



Sanding operation: sand level, damage, crack, distortion and corrosion.



Train overall braking conformity: braking synchronization of the different cars, check the
braking state of all wagons during traction operation to avoid brakes and axles bearings
overheating.
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5.2 Other wagon parameters
Other rolling stock parameters to be monitored are related to specific characteristics of a railway
wagon. These features are presented in the rest of this section and include:


Static information such as wagon profile and defects, wagon identification and position in the
train, couplers state, opened hatches and doors identification, etc.



Dynamic information, such as wagon localization and wagon temperature [19].

5.2.1 Static data monitoring

The static parameters monitoring are:


Wagon profile (Figure 5-10): Always included inside a 3D static and dynamic limit gauge.
Profile defects, opened doors roof hatches position and out of alignment or missing
components should be identified.

Figure 5-10: Wagon profile


Wagon position: Wagon identification (UIC classification of freight wagon [20, 21]) to verify
the correct composition and wagon position (Figure 5-11), locomotive and wagon
identification numbers (Figure 5-12).

Figure 5-11: Wagon position
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Figure 5-12: Wagon number identification


Coupler: couplers are critical safety elements because a failure could result in a severe damage
to the personnel or in a derailment. Current couplers are the UIC Screw Couplers, based on a
hook and a drawgear. There is currently no on-board system available to provide feedback on
the status of these elements, neither their accumulated damage, at least for freight wagons.
Important parameters are the following: condition of mechanical and pneumatic elements,
condition of fastenings and torque values, condition of flexible tubes and pneumatic pipes,
condition of elements on electrical coupling, seals on pneumatic system, alignment of button
box [22].

Figure 5-13: Wagon coupler

5.2.2 Dynamic data monitoring

The dynamic parameters monitoring are:


Wagon localization: to identify the wagon position during the trip.



Wagon temperature: to verify the internal and external wagon temperature.



Container/tanks pressure: to verify the internal pressure of freight container/tank.

5.3 Freight Specific Monitoring Parameters
The freight transport sector is particularly sensitive to transport times and punctuality as well as
to the safety of the transportation of goods. Thus, the specific monitoring of freight aspects is
important to ensure not only the accurate classification, distribution and traceability but also the
security and integrity of the goods.
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5.3.1 Load Parameters
Main parameters related to freight transport to be monitored are [23]:


Load profile: limit gauge, out of gauge parts, overhangs, over height or width, according to
UIC 505-1 [24] and 606-1 leaflets [25].



Load weight: freight load, imbalances (limited by the railway infrastructure capacity), and
overweight.



Classification: goods distribution, especially for dangerous goods.



Tracking: real-time position/timetable, real-time speed and status.

5.3.2 Dangerous Goods
The transport of dangerous goods is a very delicate field that requires special knowledge. This
information varies according to the type of transported material and the characteristics of the
transportation mode. The detection of all critical data, which could affect transport safety, is an
essential procedure.
The train transport of dangerous goods is regulated by the RID standard (Regulations concerning
the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Rail – RID 2017) [26].
This document describes: the list of dangerous goods and their classification; conditions of
transport, loading, unloading and handling; use and shipping procedures of packaging and tank
containers.

5.3.3 Operation monitoring parameters

The operation monitoring parameters of dangerous goods are:


Identification: to identify the nature of the load (dangerous goods classification) by detection
of the appropriate labels applied to the vehicle. As shown in Figure 5-14 there are 9 classes
for dangerous goods, each identified by a number:
1. Explosives
2. Gases
3. Flammable liquids
4. Flammable solids
5. Oxidizers and organic peroxides
6. Poison and infectious substances
7. Radioactive
8. Corrosive
9. Miscellaneous
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Figure 5-14: Dangerous goods classes


UN (United Nations) Numbers: are four-digit numbers that identify hazardous materials, and
articles in the framework of international transport. Some hazardous substances have their
own UN numbers (e.g. acrylamide has UN 2074), while sometimes groups of chemicals or
products with similar properties receive a common UN number (e.g. flammable liquids, have
UN1993). A chemical in its solid state may receive a different UN number than the liquid phase
if their hazardous properties differ significantly; substances with different levels of purity (or
concentration in solution) may also receive different UN numbers. Figure 5-15 shows different
examples of UN Numbers.

Figure 5-15 Examples of UN numbers


Tracking: to identify the traceability (need for dangerous goods) of material through real-time
position and speed measurements.

5.3.4 Safety monitoring parameters

The safety monitoring parameters of dangerous goods are:


Distribution: to verify the correct wagon position according to dangerous goods type.



Fire/gas detection: to identify gas leak or perform fire detection.



Weight: to identify the correct load or overload according to dangerous goods type.
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Wagon profile: to check the wagons profile and out of alignment components, such as shutoff valve.



Temperature and pressure load: to check the load pressure or temperature according to
dangerous goods or tank type.



Speed: to check if the speed limits are respected according to dangerous goods type and
characteristics.

5.4 Train Running Parameters
In addition to the mechanical train components, the physical and driving characteristics of the
train should be monitored in order to develop a better control and analysis of train behavior,
vehicle and driving performance.

5.4.1 Train Parameters
Train main monitoring parameters are divided in operational and mechanical [19].
Operation and safety parameters are:


Train identification: direction, speed of train, length of train, train number.



Train composition: vehicles and axles number, locomotives and wagons construction models.

Mechanical parameters are:


Wagon specifics: axles number, HVAC operation (for refrigerator wagon).

5.4.2 Driving Behavior
The monitoring of driving performance has multiple benefits both in environmental and economic
terms, so the driving parameters to be monitored concern [27]:


Driving regularity: speed, direction, position and timing check during train operation.



Traction and braking performance: maximum acceleration and deceleration.



Energy consumption: energy consumption during the whole trip or in different rail segments.

5.4.3 Driving Performance
Vehicle performances concern:


Noise emission: the freight trains are the main source of railway noise problems. In particular,
the rolling noise of wagons results from the roughness of the surface of the wheel, the brake
discs, curve squeal etc. [28].



Vibrations: the heavy freight trains produce vibrations that impact the surrounding
environment. Main parameters that cause vibrations are train weight and imbalances,
suspension type and state, wheel conditions, train speed [29].
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Adhesion condition: the performance of the train can be evaluated through the main
parameters of the locomotive, such as the maximum traction effort and the maximum speed.
These parameters depend on an adhesion condition. Bad conditions could refer not only to a
too low friction coefficient but also to a too high friction coefficient. A too high friction
coefficient causes a premature wheel and rail wear. But not always the decrease of the friction
coefficient causes an increase of the rail and wheel wear. In fact lubricants are widely used in
small radius curves in order to decrease the wear. As a counterexample, in poor adhesion
conditions (rain, snow, ice, oil…) the wheels are subject to slipping if the traction force is too
high, causing damage to wheel and rail. The countermeasure to prevent slipping could be:
reduce the traction force and/or add sand to the wheel-rail interface [30].

6

Wayside Condition Monitoring

The use of wayside monitoring for diagnosing major faults or doing predictive maintenance in
rolling stock is of paramount importance for railway infrastructure and fleet managers as it
contributes to the safety and reliability of railway operations. Wayside condition monitoring
technologies offer to the railway operators means to increase reliability through fault diagnostic
and to optimize maintenance cost. In this chapter, an overview of wayside technologies will be
presented together with the respective rolling stocks monitoring and measurement systems [31],
including those already exiting in the market and the new ones currently being developed by
Shift2Rail IP3 Railway Information Measuring and Monitoring Systems (RIMMS).

6.1 Wayside Monitoring Technologies

The Wayside Monitoring Technologies (WMT) can be classified as reactive or predictive:



Reactive systems detect actual faults on the vehicles.
Predictive systems are capable of measuring, recording and trending specific parameters.

The main technologies actually used in wayside monitoring systems are:


Strain gauge: detects small dimensional deformations of a body subjected to mechanical or
thermal stresses. It uses different principle of working (mechanical, optical, acoustic,
electrical):
▫ Mechanical strain gauges: are not widely used because the mechanical elements
inevitably have inertia and frictions factors that make difficult dynamic deformation
measurements.
▫ Optical strain gauges: guarantee high accuracy, but due to high costs are not widely used.
▫ Acoustic strain gauge: use the physical principle that a string emits sound waves at
different frequencies depending on the tension of the string, but are used very little
because only capable of rough measurements; on the other hand they have a very low
cost.
▫ Resistance electrical strain gauges: the most widespread and most economical ones,
which can be produced in different sizes, generally of excellent accuracy, with a simple
reading circuit.
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In railway application, the strain gauge is bonded to rail track. During train passage, it
measures and monitors the infrastructure stress and the rolling stocks related parameters.


Accelerometer: is a measuring device able to detect and/or measure acceleration.
There are different types: piezoelectric, capacitive, inductive, MEMS, etc.
▫ Capacitive accelerometers: are sensitive to a change in the electrical capacity resulting
from acceleration. This accelerometers measure the variation in capacity between one
stationary and dynamic condition.
▫ Piezoaccelerometers: exploit materials such as crystals quartz, which generate electric
potential if deformation is imposed. The piezoelectric effect consists of rearrangement of
electric charges due to mechanical stress.
▫ Piezoresistive (and extensimetric) accelerometers: the working principle is based on the
variation of a material electrical resistance due to deformation.
▫ Hall Effect accelerometers: measure the variation of voltage originating from a change in
the magnetic field around the accelerometer.
▫ Magnetoresistive accelerometers: variations of electrical resistance caused by a magnetic
field are measured. The structure and the operation are analogous to Hall Effect
accelerometers, but only a resistance measure is required, not a tension one.
▫ Heat transfer accelerometers: measure internal changes of thermal transmission linked
to acceleration. A single source of heat is suspended over a cavity, thermistors placed all
around measure geometric asymmetries in heat transfer due to displacement of the hot
mass.
▫ Micro-Electro Mechanical System (MEMs): are produced according to a vast array of tools
and methodologies, which are used to create structures of micrometric dimensions (one
thousandth of a meter). Their scale makes them very easily usable in many sectors and
easy to integrate.
In railway applications, accelerometers are used for mechanical motion detection and for
providing different types of measurements, including inertial forces (acceleration), tilt,
vibration and shock. Accelerometers are frequently used in railway environment and normally
are mounted on rail track.



Fiber Bragg Grating: devices that optically measure physical deformations. The fiber bragg
grating is a special optical fiber where the refractive index of the fiber core has an induced
periodic variation based on the Bragg refraction Law. There are different types of fiber grating:
▫ Simple reflective gratings: gratings on the fiber meet the Bragg Law condition.
▫ Long period gratings: significantly wider grating periods.
▫ A sequence of variant period gratings on the fiber that reflects multiple wavelengths.
▫ The gratings are created with an angle to the light transmission axles.



Laser Scanners Technology: devices that measure the surface profile, by exploiting the laser
triangulation 3D principle. In the railway sector wagon 3D full profiles are obtained. There are
two different types of lasers:
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▫ Time of flight scanners: emit a pulse of laser light reflected back by the measured target.
A sensor measures the time of flight and consequently the distance. High accuracy is
needed for time measurement.
▫ Phase shift scanners: similar concept of time of flight, the scanner measures the phase
shift of the return laser signal and consequently the distance. There is no need for high
accuracy in time measurement, but the approach is more susceptible to signal noise ratio.


Video Monitoring: linear or matrix video cameras sensible in the UV, visible or NIR spectrum.
The main features of the video sensors are:
▫ Video resolution: expressed in pixels.
▫ Frame rate: is the number of images acquired per unit of time.
▫ Type of image scan: two scan types (interlace or progressive).
▫ Display aspect ratio: the proportion between the width and height of the video image.
▫ Optical characteristics: f-number, focal length, field of view, focus distance, depth of field,
etc.
▫ Acquisition parameters: calibration, integration time and analog gain.
▫ Post-processing parameters and algorithms: digital gain, noise reduction and sharpness
enhancement algorithms.



Thermographic sensors: this technology is based on the image acquisition of the infrared
spectrum. It is used to detect surface temperatures and flames. The thermographic scanner
creates a thermal map of the train surface identifying temperature anomalies. The
thermography technology is divided in two main groups:
▫ Active thermography: an energy source is required to produce a thermal contrast.
▫ Passive thermography: inspected parts are at higher or lower temperature than the
background.
If required, independence from emissivity could be obtained by different technical solutions.
A material’s emissivity is defined as the effectiveness in emitting energy as thermal radiation,
meaning that certain materials such as aluminium have a lower emissivity, while others such
as rusty iron have a very high one.



Ultrasonic technology: converts the energy into ultrasound or sound waves, above the normal
range of human audio frequencies. Ultrasonic sensors generate high frequency sound waves
and evaluate the echo that is received back from the sensor.
There are two different types:
▫ Piezoelectric: based on charge displacement strain on crystal lattices, rugged and
inexpensive.
▫ Electrostatic: based on capacitive effects, longer ranges and wider bandwidth, more
sensitive to humidity.



Acoustic Emission detector: based on sound detectors. Acoustic sensors measure inaudible
noise emitted at high-frequencies, which are generated by friction and collisions of the moving
material. There are different types of microphone:
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▫ Carbon microphones: exploit the resistivity variation of coal granules subjected to
mechanical compression.
▫ Electrodynamic microphones: exploit the phenomenon of electromagnetic induction to
convert the movement of a membrane into electromotive force.
▫ Piezoelectric microphones: also called crystal microphone, exploits the properties of
piezoelectric materials, which react to sound waves by generating an electrical signal.
▫ Condenser microphones: based on the voltage variation at the ends of a condenser, of
which one armature is fixed and the other armature is constituted by the microphone
membrane.


Satellite Technology: The satellite navigation system can provide accurate location and time
24 hours a day, anywhere in the world. It uses the satellite positioning for safety and operation
train application.

For each technology described in the previous section the respective monitoring parameters of
rolling stocks are defined in Table 6-1, with a special focus on those monitored by wayside
technologies. The main features of these technologies will be described, exploring the
potential advantages and disadvantages.
Table 6-1: Wayside technology characteristics
TECHNOLOGY

PARAMETERS MONITORING

Strain gauge

- Wheel parameters: wheel
profile, wheel flat, load-rail
contact, lateral force,
wheel imbalance, wheel
load

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

- Small size

- Non linear

- Inexpensive

- Needs calibration

- Accurate
measurement

- Mounting is critical

- Inexpensive

- Thermal sensitivity

- High sensitivity

- Less longevity

- Load parameters: load
weight
- Train parameters:
direction, speed,
acceleration, axle and
rolling stocks counting
- Driving performance:
rail/ballast vibrations

Accelerometer

- Wheel parameters: wheel
profile, wheel flat, load-rail
contact, lateral force,
wheel imbalance, wheel
load
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- Load parameters: load
weight,
- Train parameters:
direction, speed,
acceleration, axle and
rolling stocks counting
- Train performance:
rail/ballast vibrations

Fiber Bragg
grating

- Wheel parameters: wheel
profile, wheel flat, load-rail
contact, lateral force, wheel
imbalance, wheel load
- Load parameters:
weight

load

- Train parameters: direction,
speed, acceleration, axle
and rolling stocks counting
- Driving
performance:
rail/ballast vibrations

Laser scanner

- Low noise

- Thermal sensitivity

- EM immunity
(electromagneti
c and radio
frequency
interference)

- Transverse
sensitivity

strain

- Small size
- High bandwidth
- No need for
power supply

- Wheel parameters: wheel
profile, wheel flat

- High sensitivity

- Brake parameters: brake
profile, brake material
condition,
brake
temperature

- Low cost for low
profile sensors

- Low noise

-

Environmental
disturbances
Needs calibration

- Pantograph
parameter:
pantograph profile, defects
detection
- Train parameters: train and
wagon identification, train
profile, speed, position
- Load parameters:
profile

load

- Wheel parameters: wheel
profile, wheel flat,

- High accuracy
- Low noise

- Environment
interference

- Low cost
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Video monitoring

- Brake parameters: brake
profile,
brake
defects
detection

-

Illumination
required for night
vision

- Primary
suspension
parameters: profile and
defects detection
- Suspension
parameters:
primary suspension profile,
defects detection
- Pantograph
parameters:
pantograph profile, defects
detection
- Train parameters: train and
wagon
identification,
position,
composition,
coupler
- Load parameters:
profile, load tracking

load

- Other wagon parameters:
wagon profile, position,
coupler state and condition
-

Thermographic
scanner

Dangerous
parameter:
identification,
UN-Numbers,
traceability

goods
class,

- Brake parameters: brake
temperature

- High accuracy

- High cost

- Axle bearing parameters:
axle bearing temperature

- Low noise
- No intrusive

- Environmental
disturbances

- Circuit breaker parameters:
circuit breaker temperature

- Emissivity
dependence

- Train parameters: wagon
temperature, wagon fire
detection.
- Wheel parameters: wheel
temperature
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- Wheel parameters: wheel
profile,
wheel
flat,
subsurface defects

Ultrasonic sensor

- Axle parameters:
subsurface defects
- Brake
noise

Acoustic
emission
detector

shaft

parameters: Brake

- Train performance: noise
emission

- High accuracy

- Expensive

- Low noise

- Environmental
disturbances

- No intrusive

- High accuracy
- Low noise

- Environmental
disturbances

- Low cost

- Axle parameters: acoustic
bearing detection
Satellite

-

Train parameters: position,
time, speed

- Low cost
- Continuous
monitoring

- Inaccuracy
- Not working
galleries

- No intrusive

6.2 Wayside Monitoring Systems
6.2.1 Existing Wayside Monitoring Systems
Several commercial systems for wayside condition monitoring are available on the market
nowadays. Some outstanding examples are the following:
Train Conformity Check System (TCCSTM) – ANSALDO STS
TCCS is a Wayside Train Monitoring System (WTMS) able to detect different hazards and rolling
stock defects. It is used to reduce risks and rail traffic downtime by recognizing rail trains with a
hazardous defect, allowing immediate arrest of trains without disturbing or blocking normal train
circulation. It is also capable of identifying lower severity defects and checking certain rolling stock
conditions in order to optimize maintenance and reduce track wear, all this resulting in lower
maintenance costs for both the infrastructure network manager and rolling stock operators. The
installation is particularly useful for preventing accidents at critical locations (e.g. in long tunnels
and bridges). Other strategic installation sites are at country borders or railway networks and at
entry points of inter-modal terminals and loading yards. Figure 6-1 shows an installation site in
Italy.
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in

Figure 6-1: Train Conformity Check System - Ansaldo STS
This system includes:
 Tracking subsystem: wheel sensors are used to identify rolling stock, train direction, train
speed, axle count, axle spatial distribution, train composition and train number.
 3D profile subsystem: laser scanner technology is used to acquire accurate vehicles 3D
profiles. Automatic detection of a series of possible defects and conditions that could lead to
train side/top collisions (out of gauge alarms, open doors and hatches, etc) is performed.
 Thermographic subsystem: high-definition thermographic cameras are used to provide
thermal vehicle maps (sides and upper parts) and automatically detect overheated parts or
fire on board.
 High resolution imaging subsystem: this module uses fast linear High Definition B/W cameras
with solid state NIR (Near-Infrared) illumination (eye safe for train passengers and drivers).
The obtained images are used for evaluating alarms without necessarily stopping trains, for
vehicle identification (UIC unique code or national marking) and defects
detection/measurement.
Weight in Motion (WIM) and Wheel Impact Load Detection (WILD) – ANSALDO STS
The Weigh in Motion (WIM) and Wheel Impact Load Detection (WILD) system measures
vehicles/wheels weight, imbalances and dynamic impact.. No speed limits are required for running
trains during their transit in the Measurement Zone. Operation is guaranteed day and night and
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under any weather conditions. This system makes use of the fiber optic sensors, shown in Figure
6-2, that provide several advantages, as reported in section 6.1.

Figure 6-2: WIM&WILD Ansaldo STS
WIM main functions are:
 New train detection: the WIM sensors operate also as system wakeup sensors, detecting new
trains as they enter the measurement zone.
 Weight measure calculation: the WIM detects transit direction, average transit speed, total
number of axles, wheel gross weight, axle gross weight, bogie gross weight, wagon gross
weight, total train weight and total train length.
 Load imbalance/overload detection: weight measure values are compared to threshold values
to check the presence of axle/wheel overloads, transverse axle imbalances, transverse wagon
imbalances and longitudinal wagon imbalances.
Main WILD functions are:
 Dynamic wheel impact measurement: the system is able to monitor the entire rolling of each
train wheel by detecting the rail average impact force, maximum impact force, dynamic
impact and dynamic factor.
Wheel impact load detector (WILD) and Weight in Motion (WIM) – LB FOSTER
LB Foster WIM and WILD systems can reduce derailment probability and infrastructure damage by
detecting overloaded or imbalanced vehicles or wheel tread irregularities. The main benefits
include improvement of safety, reduction of track damage derailment probability, rail fatigue,
bearing damage, etc. These systems use a series of strain gage load circuits, directly micro-welded
on the rail, and used for vertical force measurement (see Figure 6-3).
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Figure 6-3: WILD&WIM LB Foster
WIM functions are:
 Train identification.
 Weight load.
 Train direction and speed.
WILD functions are:
 Impact force monitoring.
 Train composition and axles’ number.
 Wheel defects.
Hot Axle Box Detection and Hot wheel detector
Hot Axle Box and Hot Wheel Detection (HABD/HWD) system is based on a set of infrared sensors
that are installed along the rail tracks (see Figure 6-4). It is developed to monitor axle, wheel and
brake temperatures and to detect any overheating which could lead to derailments. It contributes
to accidents prevention keeping safety and infrastructure maintenance/downtime costs at
adequate levels. The detection principle enables assessment of overheating parts, through the
definition of an alert level. This kind of systems is very spread in Europe and worldwide, being
among the first wayside monitoring solutions applied by Infrastructure Managers.

Figure 6-4: Hot box and hot wheel detection system – Ansaldo STS
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Bearing Acoustic Monitor (RailBAM®) – WABTEC
The RailBAM® system uses advanced "beam forming" technology to monitor the acoustic
emissions of each wheel of railway vehicles in operation phase (see Figure 6-5). This information
allows the identification of defects in the wheel bearings. Early detection of wheel failures allows
maintainers to continually monitor the condition of the bearings and optimize maintenance
scheduling, providing an improved maintenance planning and in many cases a longer bearing life.
The operating principle is based on sound characteristics emitted by defective bearings and wheel
impacts. A bearing failure modifies the structural response of bearing components in the acoustic
domain. Time/frequency signal proprietary elaboration algorithms provide for the identification
and classification of different fault types.

Figure 6-5: Bearing acoustic monitoring system
Wheel View – BEENA VISION
WheelView is an automatic wayside system developed to measure wheel profiles of moving trains.
The main objective is wheels inspection for derailment prevention, preventative maintenance,
maintenance scheduling, and track and rail damage reduction due to excessively defective wheels.
WheelView is a rugged system designed to operate in harsh environments as well as shops, depots
and yards. Efficiency of wheel maintenance is increased by proactive practices identification based
on the application of wheel wear rates and early wheel defect detection. Figure 6-6 shows a typical
installation.

Figure 6-6: Wheel monitoring system
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Gotcha Monitoring System®
Gotcha Monitoring Systems automatically identifies the vehicle models based on axle distances.
Additionally RFID technology is used to identify individual wagons and cars numbers. A series of
optical fiber sensors are used to detect train loads, imbalances, dynamic impact and wheel defects.
Detected alarms are automatically associated to the recognized vehicles. An installation example
is shown in Figure 6-7.

Figure 6-7: Gotha monitoring system
Train Noise Monitoring (TNM™) – TRACK IQ
The Train Noise Monitoring uses a wayside video camera combined with a high precision
microphone to record the sound levels associated with a passing train (see Figure 6-8). High noise
levels can be detected and matched image can be used for vehicle identification. The system uses
a non-contact distance sensor to identify the presence of a train. The system interfaces with Track
IQ’s wayside monitoring database, is totally self-sustainable and uses a solar array for power and
a 3G connection to transfer data to the database.
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Figure 6-8: Train noise monitoring system
Pantobot 3D – CAMLIN GROUP
PANTOBOT system performs three dimensional pantograph inspections (see Figure 6-9), allowing
the network operator to make real time decisions based on the actual condition of the pantograph.
This system analyses the pantograph condition parameters, such as carbon stripe wear, chipping
and cracking on every axis with millimetres resolution. The functionality is guaranteed with
different trains and different pantographs.

Figure 6-9: Pantograph monitoring system

6.2.2 New Generation Wayside Monitoring Systems
TD 3.7 RIMMS is further evolving existing wayside train monitoring systems or creating new ones
in order to further extend the actual market with low-cost, innovative, integrated, cutting-edge
new solutions.
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The currently proposed use cases are being developed to a TRL 4 inside IN2SMART project and will
be brought to a final TRL 6-7 before the end of Shift2Rail program by following innovation projects.
Follow the most relevant ones:
Overall Video Defects Detection
As defined in [32] the followings are examples of important parameters related to rolling stock
impact on infrastructure:
 Friction wedge height.
 Brake hose height and state.
 Suspension springs height and state.
 Brake shoe thickness and state.
 Pantograph height and shape.
 Number of lifted pantographs.
Video analysis could be identified as the main way to automatically evaluate values and states for
the above parameters. The quality of the acquired image should provide sufficient contrast and
resolution for measurement of a few millimetres of difference both in the direction of train and in
the vertical axis.
The solution proposed for this use case makes use of in field calibrated, linear, high definition, high
speed cameras and image analysis algorithms for camera calibration, feature extraction and
automatic measurement.
Equivalent Conicity Measurement system
The aim of this study is to improve the possibility to classify wheels operating on an Infrastructure
with respect to the wheel conicity and standard wheel parameters. An improved classification
could result in better ride comfort, less wheel and rail wear and lower maintenance costs for both
Infrastructure Managers and rolling stock owners/operators. The main question to be investigated
is the possibility of using single wheel profile measurements from wayside measurement stations
giving “one-slice measures” of the wheel profile for calculating an estimate of the equivalent
conicity.
The goal of the study is to investigate the representability of a single “one-slice measurement” of
a wheel profile and its possibility to provide adequate measures to calculate representative
standard wheel parameters and an estimation of the equivalent conicity of a wheel set. This will
be done for both newly grinded wheels and of wheels after different operating hours. The study
will be based on manual wheel profile measurements to investigate the representability. The
result will then be implemented when interpreting the result from wayside equipment.
Wheel Defects Fiber Optics Monitoring
The wheel-rail interaction mechanism, including rolling, dynamic impact and lateral forces, is an
important indicator of the rolling stock condition and of its impact on the infrastructure.
A perfect interaction and avoidance of abnormal forces is the best way to avoid:
 Mechanical problems on rolling parts.
 Breaks and failures.
 Early wear of infrastructure.
 Derailment risk.
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In synthesis, wheel rail contact interaction monitoring helps discover latent defects that could be
cause of serious problems and keep infrastructure maintenance costs at adequate levels.
Several abnormal situations that could the root cause of the problem have been investigated and
include:
 Excessive weigh.
 lmbalances.
 Excessive dynamic impact.
 Defective wheels:
▫ Wheel flats.
▫ Out of roundness.
▫ Polygonization.
The solution proposed is based on some Fibre Optic Sensors, implementing Fibre Bragg Grating
technology, to measure rail deformation due to wheel impact.
Low cost measurement stations
Two tonnage assessment devices will be developed, based on different measurement concepts.
The first one consists in implementing the principle of strain gauge sensor in an industrial, easyto-handle set-up. The objective is to develop a low-cost sensor measuring the load of each passing
wheel, for which the installation and removal process are easy to perform, based one existing
strain gauges.
The second consists in transposing an existing, industrialized strain measurement system to
railway cumulative tonnage assessment use case. This system is used in other industrial fields and
returns a cumulative load. The objective of this use case is to adapt the sensor to railway domain,
in order to acquire a relevant measurement of the cumulative load seen by the track.
Brillouin Scattering in optical fiber
The aim of this use case consists in using the optical fiber, laid along the track for
telecommunication purposes, to measure the train loading, and especially to detect wheel flats,
which induce a particular loading of the track. Using telecommunication optical fibers presents the
benefit of instrumenting only one end of the fibers for monitoring several track kilometres.
Nevertheless, several types of loadings impact the signal measured by the fiber optics, and it is not
yet known which of them could be detected and identified by signal processing. A more specific
objective of this use case is therefore to explore whether wheel flats can be detected by fibre
optics or not. If the answer is yes, it can bring a large benefit, because it avoids implementing new
sensors to detect wheel flats. It requires only implementing a Distributed Acoustic Sensing at the
end of the fiber, to be able to monitor the track along the fiber.
This use case requires analysing the signal measured by fiber optics, in order to identify the
signature of the train loading and of wheel flats on the signal.

7

On-board – Wayside Data Integration

The integration of wayside and on-board monitoring data is a key challenge and opportunity for
the railway and freight sector. This task must be accurately designed to avoid loss of important
diagnostic information and to extract crucial information for predictive maintenance.
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This chapter describes:
 In the first section, the on-board data monitoring and its differences with wayside monitoring.
 In the following section, on-board and wayside data integration is described together with
how this information is managed and used by the final user (infrastructure manager, fleet
manager, goods owner).

7.1 On-Board Data monitoring

This section provides a very short introduction to on-board monitoring systems and their
differences with wayside ones. FR8RAIL Deliverables 3.4 and 3.5 go more in detail in the innovative
technologies for rolling stock on board monitoring covering aspects such as:
 Train Performance: adhesion, speed, etc.
 Bogie components: wheel profile condition, acoustic bearing temperature, vibrations and
acoustic emission, suspensions status, etc.
 Vehicle geolocalization.
 Electric motor status.
 Rheostat temperature.
 Coupling status and condition monitoring.
 Wheelset mileage traceability.
For the sake of example, some prominent innovative solutions mainly focus on the monitoring of
bogie dynamic performance, wheel-rail interaction, wheelset status (worn profile detection),
wheel defects and absolute train speed [33].
These on-board monitoring systems are mainly based on inertial sensors that are cost-effective,
easy to fit and readily available. Especially vibration sensors based on accelerometers are
commonly used to monitor the specific vibration signature emitted by moving parts of the vehicle.
This signature can be analysed to get insights about the conditions of the asset being monitored.
Possible types and positions of inertial sensors are shown in Figure 7-1.

Figure 7-1: Bogie and wheelset sensor positions
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Another prominent example of on-board monitoring technology is based on temperature sensor
for axle bearing condition monitoring and brake temperature control. In particular, the
thermocouples are mounted to measure temperatures and thus detect various critical
components malfunctions, such as those related to brake discs and axleboxes, or for on board fire
detection.
The main characteristics of on-board monitoring systems, differentiating those from wayside
monitoring ones are the following:


Continuous monitoring

The on-board monitoring system performs continuous monitoring of running vehicles providing
real time values of all relevant parameters. On the other hand, wayside monitoring systems
provide sporadic monitoring of relevant parameters, taking place at a few measuring points along
the line (where sensors are installed). In conclusion, this difference concerns condition monitoring
frequency and data availability.


Electrification power constraints on data collection, processing and communication (power
supply)

On-board monitoring of freight train requests low power sensors and data processing units, due
to the lack of electrification on legacy freight vehicles. Another problem related to power
constraints is related to communication medium and protocols between sensors and processing
unit and also between the processing unit and loco or external world. Limitations to the sensors
type, complexity and acquisition rate and communication bandwidth are straightforward.
Energy harvesting is considered the main power supply source for legacy vehicles, while
electrification through extended couplers providing power from the loco is an option mainly for
new generation vehicles.
On the other hand wayside monitoring could be performed through high performance monitoring
systems without major power supply constraints, unless these systems are designed as depending
on energy harvesting methods as well, such as solar or wind energy.


Vehicle Life Cycle Costs and Maintenance scheduling

On-board monitoring system, including sensors, communication network and data processing
must be designed to be compatible with legacy freight vehicles maintenance schedules and life
cycle costs. For example sensors Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) must be higher than the
period between vehicles 2 consequent maintenance activities. Vehicle availability decrease due to
on-board monitoring system failures/problems should not happen to avoid service interruptions
and / or interference with the freight operation with consequent impact on management and
maintenance costs. Wayside systems share some of the availability constraints related to service
interruptions but do not directly impact vehicle maintenance schedules except for predictive
maintenance activities.


Data ownership and management
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The on-board sensors belong to rolling stock owner while the wayside ones to the infrastructure
manager. This difference in data ownership imposes a detailed design of the data exchange
mechanism, based on well-defined contracts, between the different actors (see 7.2 for actors
definition). Both sender and receiver must define the Data Distribution Service (DDS) Standard for
data sharing which include communication reliability, timing, priority, quality of service.


Data communication and processing differences

Several differences can be mentioned relative to the data processing process. On-board
monitoring systems provide less quantity and variety of acquired data, especially due to power
consumption and data transmission bandwidth constraints. Multimedia data, such as video or 3D
are normally absent in these scenarios. On the other hand wayside systems do not normally have
specific constraints and may provide huge quantities of data, especially of multimedia ones, such
as high resolution images of vehicles sides or pantograph images.
Data security and availability is a particular issue for on-board monitoring systems depending
mainly on wireless communication. Cryptography has to be used to protect data from
unauthorized access, while more complicated techniques have to be considered to guarantee
availability of communication services and void some kind of cyberattacks such as Denial Of Service
(DOS).
The above are also the main points to be considered when deciding which technologies to be used
on board and which wayside to fully cover freight trains monitoring needs. Table 7-1 is an attempt
to define for each of the rolling stock parameters described in 5 the best available technology to
monitor it (described in 6 for wayside systems), and whether this could be done by on-board or
wayside systems.
Table 7-1: On-board and wayside monitoring
Monitoring parameter
Axle defect
Axles Gearbox operational
condition
Axle Gearbox general
condition
Axles Bearing Defect

On-board Technology
Bogie Components

Wayside Technology

--

Video Monitoring

Accelerometer

Acoustic sensors

--

Video Monitoring

Strain gauge

Video Monitoring

Acoustic sensors
Accelerometers
Axle Bearing operating
Temperature

Thermocouple

Thermographic Scanner
Fiber Optical

Wheel Defect
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Strain gauge
Accelerometer

Laser scanner
Video monitoring
Ultrasonic

Wheel
Performance/Operational
Condition

Accelerometer

Accelerometer

Strain gauge

Strain gauge

Gyroscope

Fiber optical

Acoustic sensors
Suspension operational
condition

Strain gauge

Video monitoring

Accelerometers

Laser scanner

Gyroscope
Suspension general
condition

--

Video monitoring
Laser scanner

Traction System
Electric Motor mechanical
component

Acoustic sensors

Electric Motor operational
condition

Accelerometers

Pantograph general
condition

Electric sensors

Transformer general
condition
Transformer operational
condition
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--

Temperature sensors
Strain gauge

Video Monitoring
Laser Scanner

Pantograph operational
condition
Circuit Breaker operational
condition

--

Video Monitoring
Laser Scanner
Temperature sensors

Video Monitoring
Thermographic Scanner

Electric sensors

--

Electric sensors

--

Braking System
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Brake Operational
Condition

--

Brake General condition

--

Video monitoring
Thermographic Scanner
Video monitoring
Laser scanner

Brake performance

--

Video monitoring
Thermographic Scanner

Wagon parameters
Static Data

--

Axle Counters
Video monitoring
Laser scanner

Dynamic Data

Sensor temperature

Video monitoring

Strain gauge

Laser scanner
Strain gauge
Optical fiber
Thermographic Sensor

Load parameters
General condition

--

Video monitoring
Laser Scanner

Dangerous Goods
Operational condition

Safety

Pressure sensors

Video monitoring

Temperature sensors

Laser Scanner

Pressure sensors

Video Monitoring

Temperature sensors

Laser scanner
Optical Fiber
Strain gauge

Train parameters
General condition

--

Video monitoring

Operational condition

--

Video monitoring
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Driving behaviour

Odometer

--

Driving Performance

Odometer

--

7.2 Data Management
Monitoring data management includes data communication, collection, integration and finally
data usage. Relevant data is mainly used by maintenance systems, namely traditional SCADA or
innovative Asset Management ones as described in detail in section 8.
The other data management activities are provided in in this section, with main focus on on-board
wayside data integration process and characteristics.
The main actors involved in the rolling stock maintenance process are the following:









Railway Undertaking (RU): It is a company whose main activity is the supply of rail transport
services for goods and / or persons. They are normally owners of locomotives and provide
train drivers.
Infrastructure Manager (IM): Railway infrastructure managers are entities or companies in
charge of infrastructure access control and maintenance.
Fleet Manager (FM): Companies handling vehicles for railway transport. They can be the
owner, a company that carries out activities with a wagon fleet, a company who leases
vehicles to a railway undertaking, a railway undertaking, or an infrastructure manager which
uses vehicles for the maintenance of its own infrastructure.
Entity in Charge of Maintenance (ECM): Entity in charge of the development of maintenance
function, fleet maintenance management and maintenance execution.
National Safety Authority (NSA): National Authority responsible for safety or the railway
system.
Courier: The company in charge of goods end to end transportation.

7.2.1 On board-wayside communication

The data exchange process between different stakeholders is shown in Figure 7-2, where the
Railway Undertaking retrieves monitoring data from on-board systems, while the Infrastructure
Manager retrieves monitoring data from wayside systems. RU and IM shall exchange monitoring
data through an appropriate communication network and transfer it to the Entity in Charge of
Maintenance, Fleet Manager and National Safety Authority. The latter uses the data for statistical
analysis and vehicle registration, while ECM/FM analyses the data sets to take appropriate
maintenance action (see Figure 7-3).
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Figure 7-2 Data exchange in infrastructure/rolling stock maintenance process

Figure 7-3: Communication between stakeholders
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The communication technology between on-board and wayside monitoring subsystems is
wireless, in line with FR8RAIL Deliverable 3.1. In detail, freight train onboard wireless network may
be based on one of the following solutions:


A controller/gateway on the locomotive that collects and compares the measurements
arriving from all network nodes (wagons) and sends information to RU.



A wireless sensor network for each wagon, that detects and sends information directly to RU
[31, 34].

In both cases, after data processing phase, the results are sent to the RU through a secure
connection.
The wayside monitoring systems collect vehicles monitoring data while train passes by wayside
measurement points. The data processing phase depends on the installed monitoring systems
using different technologies. Finally elaborated data is sent to the IM through opportune
communication network.
The IM and RU communication is based on private IP network using a common interface [35], as
shown in Figure 7-4.

Figure 7-4: IM and RU communication network

7.2.2 On board-wayside data integration

Once the different rolling stock data monitoring sources have been defined, it is necessary to
integrate all these data and further use them for knowledge extraction and decision-making
activities. The first operation concerns data structuring, in order to reduce integration complexity,
avoiding managing heterogeneous data. One of the principal solutions is the definition of a
Canonical Data Model (CDM) [36]. This approach allows different systems to communicate by
using the same language (data structure). The Canonical Data Model is a common data schema
with a single consistent format for all data exchanges between different systems. Data is
structured, formatted and validated against rules set by the canonical model.
There are three different solutions for different systems to communicate through a CDM:
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Use CDM natively to communicate data.



Implement an internal mapper.



Use an external translator.

If CDM was not considered during systems development, which is the most common case, the
choice depends on the integration complexity. CDM is developed according to the principles of
Object Oriented Design (OOD). Each data object is modelled as an instance. Each data instance is
defined by a set of attributes (also called variables). The instances can be of two types: single
attribute (univariate) or multiple attributes (multivariate). The objects of the same type (with
similar attributes or same behavior) define a class. The concept of Identity means that each object
has its identity even if their attributes are identical, Inheritance means that there is a hierarchy
between classes, a sub-class inherits all the properties of its superclass and may add other
properties. Aggregation is used to form an ownership hierarchy, where a class is contained by
another class, making the complete data model having a tree structure of classes.
The Canonical Data Model of the train will be a tree-based representation of the train, its
components and all relevant parameters measured by on-board or wayside monitoring.
The monitoring data (both on-board and wayside) fills each parameter slot with the corresponding
measurements in the defined value format. As a result, data consumers are able to easily obtain
all available data for a particular application, due to the fact of using the same data structure. For
example, in Figure 7-5, a Canonical Data model is used by both on-board and wayside systems on
the left collecting wheel profile data. The monitoring data collected by the two systems is easily
merged and communicated to a third party on the right, for maintenance related purposes.
As described in 7.1, there are some problems deriving from power, computing and bandwidth
limitations of the on-board monitoring systems, leading to a definition of a subset of the full CDM
to be used in their case or to a CDM translator to be used after data are communicated to the
integration party.
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Figure 7-5: Canonical Data Model
The definition of a Canonical Data Model, is a first step to make data processing easier, providing
a straightforward way to integrate data coming from different sources. The objectives of this
pattern are the following:




8

To optimize the selection data procedure, the preliminary process procedure able to extract
the data sets that are considered most interesting for the analysis.
To simplify a data processing procedure able to clean, reduce, correlate, transform many
varieties of data types.
To facilitate a data mining procedure able to represent the information extracted from the
data.

Data Usage

There are two main approaches for the final usage of the collected and merged monitoring data:


SCADA system.



Intelligent Asset Management.

While SCADA systems represent the traditional approach, used not only in railways but in every
legacy engineering plant and system, intelligent asset management systems are trying to integrate
and further replace the prior solution towards new innovative ways of handling maintenance and
more in general introducing the overall asset management approach.

8.1 SCADA Systems

A general definition of this class of systems can be deduced from its acronym: “Supervisory Control
And Data Acquisition":
 Data Acquisition is generally considered a function of pure and simple exchange of
information, between the part of the system that realizes supervision and control and the
controlled process. No decision making is assumed to take place between the supervisory and
control structures and the controlled process.
 Supervision is the SCADA function that allows to observe the states of a controlled process. It
comprises all the functionality of displaying related information at the current stage of the
process, management of historical information and management of exception states to the
normal evolution of the controlled process.
 Control function represents the ability to modify the process and its parameters, during the
evolution of the state of the controlled process.
In railway monitoring applications, the SCADA system allows the acquisition, collection and
processing of monitoring data from the installed sensors and systems, with the aim to provide all
status, alarm information , the commands necessary to manage the real-time fault diagnosis [37].
The system objective is to visualize all components state in real-time, make simple logic operations
to obtain composed states, to display the detected alarms or to send commands from the Traffic
Management System (TMS) operator or maintenance manager. The classic applications concern
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real-time fault diagnostic monitoring (see Figure 8-1), which is represented by a standard control
system architecture. Its main components are Remote Terminal Unit (RTU), Communication
Network, Database, Alarm Management Console and User Interface [38].

Figure 8-1: SCADA alarm management

8.2 Intelligent Asset Management Systems
The Intelligent Asset Management System (IAMS) is a dynamic decision support system, able to
collect, manage and process diagnostic data in order to assess the status of the monitored assets
and to predict their future degradation (predictive diagnostics). On the basis of these results, the
system is also able to consider the effects produced by the failure of an asset on the entire system
and to manage unexpected events by establishing the priorities of asset management activities.
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Figure 8-2: Intelligent Asset Management
Figure 8-2 shows the main building blocks of the intelligent asset management platform in line
with the overall architecture defined in IN2SMART project related to infrastructure intelligent
asset management [39, 40]. We believe that this high level solution is also suitable for the freight
rolling stock asset maintenance process, even though some implementation details may vary.
The main and not trivial architecture components are described below:






Strategic Asset Management Plan (SAMP): information that specifies how strategic objectives
can be converted into asset management strategies, the approach to the development of
management plans and the role of Asset Management System in supporting the achievement
of these objectives. Strategic objectives could for example be the reduction of maintenance
costs of 20% for Railway Undertaking X.
Asset Management Plan (AMP): document that defines the activities, resources and
timescales required in reference to a single asset or a set of assets to achieve the management
objectives defined by the SAMP. Management objectives could for example be the equipment
of 80% of freight vehicles with no-board monitoring solutions and collection of wayside
monitoring data for specific rail routes.
Implementation of the Asset Management Plan (IAMP): activities carried out at each stage of
the asset life cycle, including the application of risk control measures, as specified by the AMP.
IAMP consists of two main activities: work execution and management and support. For
example work execution consists in train equipment and monitoring, scheduled and condition
based maintenance activities.
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Decision support system: can be used to plan Asset Management interventions, reducing fault
risk and costs and, in particular, to schedule preventive maintenance interventions, allowing
the transition from corrective or planned maintenance strategies to predictive maintenance
strategies. If looming faults are identified proactively, not reactively, then necessary
maintenance work can be started just before a fault occurs, maximizing the efficiency of the
process [41] (see Figure 8-3).

Figure 8-3: The optimal maintenance timing: higher availability and lower maintenance
costs






The left part of the figure represents the optimal maintenance strategy as a function of
maintenance costs and availability. The disadvantages of corrective maintenance are the high
costs and low availability. Therefore better solutions are represented by preventive
maintenance strategies, such as planned, condition based and predictive maintenance. In
particular, the predictive maintenance solution represents the optimal one in terms of cost
saving and availability. The right part of the figure shows the best maintenance timing in terms
of incident criticality. The planned and condition-based maintenance have a low event
criticality but require maintenance too early, corrective maintenance on the other hand
presents high event criticality and maintenance activities are applied when it is already too
late. The best trade-off between maintenance timing and event criticality shall be represented
by predictive maintenance, allowing to choose the most appropriate time for maintenance
application.
Asset status (Big Data) analytics: consists in the analysis of the data collected through
algorithms in order to evaluate the conditions of the assets (for example anomaly detection,
nowcasting, forecasting). This analytics step helps to predict the optimal timing for
maintenance. In most instances, the process becomes very costly, but if it is reactionary, the
implications could be far worse.
Integration Layer: deals with the integration of historical and new monitoring data according
to a canonical data format.
HMI: allows the visualization of process outputs and is able to provide managers and teams in
the field with all the information necessary for the optimized management of maintenance
processes.

8.3 Asset status analytics

The aim of the asset status analytics process is knowledge extraction for decision-making [42]. This
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process is an important and innovative brick of the overall asset management architecture
described in 8.2. It is carried out through several steps, which can be summarized as follows:
 Objectives definition.
 Data sources identification.
 Data extraction / acquisition (selection and possible integration).
 Data processing (data cleaning - transformation - formatting).
 Data mining (choice of the algorithm - identification of the parameters - elaboration evaluation of the model).
 Interpretation / evaluation of results.

Figure 8-4: Knowledge Extraction process
More in detail, the data analysis is developed through the steps reported in Figure 8-4 and
described in the following paragraphs.

8.3.1 Data Selection
Data selection is only necessary for data sets not formatted in CDM. This process extracts the data
sets that are considered more interesting for diagnostic analysis purposes. Namely target data is
a subset of variables or data samples on which analysis is to be performed.
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8.3.2 Data Pre Processing
The monitoring data is highly susceptible to noise, incompleteness, and inconsistency due to its
typically huge size (often several gigabytes or more) and because of commonly originating from
multiple, heterogeneous sources. The data pre-processing is the process of data exploration, in
terms of sources, quality and quantity, in order to improve the data quality. High-quality data
needs to fulfil a set of quality requirements.
There are several dimensions related to data quality [43], including:
Accuracy: It is defined as the degree of the data correctness/truth. There are many possible
reasons for inaccurate data (i.e., having incorrect attribute values), for example faulty data
collection instruments, human or computer errors occurring at data entry, data transmission
errors, etc.
 Completeness: It is the degree to which specific parameter values are included in the data
collection.
 Consistency: It is defined as the property of different values not conflicting with each other.
Consistency problems often occur when two or more data collections overlap.
 Currency: This property concerns how promptly data are updated, especially in relation to
variations of the real world measured variable.
 Interpretability: It refers to the format in which the data is presented to the user. Different
formats can lead to varying quality degrees, as one could be more understandable than
another.
The most important actions related to data quality enhancement are performed by the following
pre-processing steps.


8.3.3 Data Cleaning

This process aims to eliminate errors caused by incorrect methods of data collection, storage and
transmission, to prepare for data analysis to take place. Some examples of problems that need to
be solved in this phase are:
 Data duplication: elimination of duplicate or redundant data through similarity or identity
analysis.
 Data errors: elimination of errors in the data through error repairing method.
 Missing data: procedures to be applied when there is no data in a field of a data structure; the
decisive action may be to fill with mean value, probable value, interpolated value, etc.
 Data outliers: procedures to be applied in the presence of data that are not conform to
expected values.
Data cleaning process is normally composed of the following steps:


Data Auditing: to find the types of anomalies. Statistical methods are used searching for
syntactical anomalies. Data auditing results support the specification and conformity to
integrity constraints and domain formats.



Workflow Specification: to apply for detection and elimination of common order problems.



Workflow Execution: the data cleaning workflow is executed after specification and
verification of its correctness.
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Post-Processing/Control: after executing the cleansing workflow the results are checked again
to verify the correctness of defined operations.

The objective of data cleaning is to obtain valid and accurate data; consequently performing a
good data cleaning is equivalent to improve data quality [44]. In detail, the dimensions involved
are accuracy, completeness, consistency, interpretability.

8.3.4 Data Fusion
This is the process of integrating data coming from multiple heterogeneous sources. The data
fusion manages different data aspect, such as:


Multi-temporal data: data detected with different sample rates. It is necessary to synchronize
this data with temporal data merging.



Multi-resolution data: data with different resolution/precision.



Multi-location data: data detected on different points of same component/area, it is
necessary to establish a single measurement point through position data merging.



Multi-modality data: data detected by different sources with different modality, such as
image, sound.

The data fusion process is defined in Figure 8-5, where several input datasets are merged in a
single one output according to some merging rules and algorithms.

Figure 8-5: Data Fusion process
The data fusion is classified according to:


Source relationship: complementary, redundant and cooperative fusion.



Input and Output: Data In – Data Out, Data In – Features Out, Features In – Features Out,
Features In – Decision Out, Decision In – Decision Out.



Data Fusion Type: Temporal Fusion, Spatial Fusion, Temporal and Spatial Fusion.

Data Fusion techniques can be classified in three categories:


Data Association: Nearest Neighbors, Probabilistic Data Association, Multiple hypothesis Test.



State Estimation: Maximum Likelihood Estimation, Least Squares Estimation, Moving Average
filter, Kalman filter, Particle filter.
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Decision Fusion: Bayesian inference, Semantic data fusion.

Data fusion is the combination of data from multiple sources to obtain a more complete data set
representing the real world [45]. In Data Quality terms, the data fusion increases some quality
dimensions, such as accuracy, completeness, consistency, interpretability.

8.3.5 Data Processing
The last steps to be performed for data processing involve data transformation and reduction.

8.3.6 Data Transformation
Transformations are used to represent data using different scales. Data transformation can be
achieved in following ways:


Attribute construction.



Aggregation: summarization, data cube construction.



Normalization: min-max normalization, z-score normalization.



Discretization.

The usage of a Canonical Data Model avoids the applications of part of these operations, being the
data already expressed in a common sematic/syntactic way.

8.3.7 Data Reduction
A reduced data set representation that is much smaller in volume but yet produces the same
analytics results:


Dimensionality reduction: remove unimportant attributes, the techniques are Wavelet
Transform, Principal Component Analysis, etc.



Cardinality reduction: regression and Log-Linear Models, Histogram, clustering, sampling,
data cube aggregation, etc.



Data compression.

8.3.8 Data Mining
Data mining is the step of the knowledge discovery process in which data analysis methods are
applied to find correlation/dependency patterns. It is the process of knowledge extraction via
data processing.
The uses of this discipline are generally divided in two large categories:




Descriptive usage - the goal is to identify recurring patterns (frequent patterns), groups of
similar data (clusters), anomalies or sequential data patterns that characterize the analysed
data.
Predictive usage - the goal is to predict a particular attribute (predicted variable) starting from
known attributes (features).
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In Intelligent Asset Maintenance Systems, data mining is primarily used for knowledge extraction
relative to asset condition state.
For the descriptive case (corrective or preventive maintenance), outlier detection approach is
presented here as the major representative. Its goal is to find and classify data outliers,
representing damage, fault or fatigue, in order to ensure correct component operation, security
and cost. For the predictive maintenance case, condition based monitoring approach is shown
here as the main representative. Its goal is to predict the most appropriate maintenance time,
based on the actual asset condition state and its expected evolution in the near future.

8.3.9 Outlier Detection
Anomaly detection systems are able to indicate degraded condition of rolling stock and to
diagnose damages or failures that affect the performance of train components.
List of application in railway monitoring:


Fault Detection: detect component defects, such as blocked brake, overheating motor, etc.



Structural Detection: detect structural defect, such as axle crack.



Damage Detection: detect component wear, damage, cracks, etc.



Image Processing: detect suspicions/abnormal patterns in an image or its regions of interest.

Anomaly detection refers to the problem of finding patterns in data not conform to expected
behavior. A very important aspect of outlier detection approach is the definition of data input
types. Input is defined as a collection of data instances (also referred as objects, records, points,
vectors, patterns, events, cases, samples, observations, entities). Each data instance can be
specified using a set of attributes, which can be of different types such as binary, textual,
categorical or continuous. Each data instance might contain only one attribute (univariate) or
multiple attributes (multivariate). In case of multivariate data instances, all attributes might be of
the same type or might be a mixture of different data types [46].
Another important aspect concerns the outliers’ type. Outliers can be classified into the following
three categories:


Punctual outlier: individual observation not conforming to the distribution of data considered
"normal".



Contextual outlier: observations are considered anomalous only if observed in a specific
context (for example, in a specific temporal period).



Collective outlier: individual data are not considered anomalous but their occurrences as a
group are.

The outlier detection (classification) techniques can be divided into three main categories [46]:
 Supervised: a training set is available; the instances have been divided into at least two distinct
classes: labeled as normal and outlier. The idea behind this category of techniques is to build
a prediction model, based on a labeled training set, to determine if a future element can be
considered as normal or as an outlier. There may also be multiple classes defined for the two
categories, in order to obtain a more accurate classification.
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Semi-supervised: a training set with the instances belonging only to the normal class is
available. This category of techniques does not require the presence of instances classified as
outliers. The supervised and semi-supervised approaches are typically based on classic
classification techniques, such as Neural Networks, Bayesian Classifiers, and Support Vector
Machines.
Unsupervised: This category of techniques does not require the presence of a training set and
is therefore, in general, the most desidered one. It is based on the implicit assumption that
instances of the normal class are in a much higher number compared to that of anomalies
(outliers). If this hypothesis is not true, these techniques can suffer from a very high number
of false positives.

Specific outlier detection techniques:


Classification: the goal is to learn from a set of labeled instances (training phase) and then
classify the new instances as belonging to one of the predefined sets (testing phase), ‘normal’
and “outlier” For example, in Figure 8-6 the set of empty circles is defined as a normal class
and the full circles are the outliers.
Different classification model examples are: Neural networks based, Bayesian networks,
Support Vector machines, Rule Based Models, etc.

Figure 8-6: Outlier detection through classification methods


Clustering: the aim is to find groups of instances (clusters) that have similar characteristics and
behavior, exploiting measures of distance or similarities. Indeed as shown in Figure 8-7,
different clusters are defined according to the data's similarity. The outlier values, a b and c,
do not belong to any cluster since they are very rare or different from normal ones. On the
contrary, normal instances are assumed to belong to dense and large clusters.

Figure 8-7: Outlier detection through clustering method
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Statistical outlier detection: this technique assumes the presence of a statistical model that
describes the data distribution (e.g. normal distribution). Statistical inference tests are used
to determine if an instance is probabilistically an outlier, i.e. Instances labeled with a low
probability, according to the test carried out, are declared as outliers. There are many
approaches that differ from the type and number of distributions assumed, from the number
of variables (univariate / multivariate) and types of parametric or non-parametric techniques
used. Parametric techniques assume the knowledge of the underlying distribution and the
corresponding parameters, while non-parametric do not. An example of parametric technique
is Grubb test. This approach assumes normal distribution and makes it possible to determine
potential outliers in a univariate dataset. An example of non-parametric technique is the
histogram-based approach (see Figure 8-8). In the case of univariate data, a histogram is
constructed based on the different values of a feature and each instance is assigned a score,
inversely proportional to the height (i.e. the frequency) of the bin to which it belongs. The
instances with a high score are then considered as outliers.

Figure 8-8: Outlier detection through statistical method


Nearest-neighbor or distance based: this technique performs objects behavior analysis with
respect to their own neighborhood. The characteristics of this technique exploit an explicit
notion of proximity through a distance measure or similarity, based on object specific
attributes. For continuous univariate or multivariate attributes, the Euclidean distance is the
most suitable choice and most used one. More complex distance metrics are normally defined
with respect to categorical attributes. While clustering usually takes into account a view of
the global data, nearest-neighbor analyzes each data instance with respect to its local
neighborhood: the basic idea is that the outlier will have a neighborhood in which it will stand
out, while a normal instance will have a neighborhood with similar or identical neighbors.
Outliers in Figure 8-9 are points O1, O2, O3 for cluster C1, and point O4 for cluster C2.
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Figure 8-9: Outlier detection through distance based method

8.3.10

Predictive Maintenance

Today the majority of maintenance operations are carried out using the preventive or corrective
approach. The preventive approach uses fixed maintenance schedules in order to prevent
components degrade. Corrective maintenance is performed consequently a fault or breakdown
has occurred. Both approaches have shown to be costly in many applications due to aspects such
as production losses, spare parts management, operation downtimes, quality deficiencies etc.
Predictive or Condition Based Maintenance (CBM), differently from preventive maintenance,
bases maintenance need and timing on the actual condition of the components, observed by the
monitoring systems, and on its future evolution [47]. The monitoring information is used to
understand the actual condition of the components and if and when maintenance is necessary.
Figure 8-10 compares the strengths and weaknessas of the different maintenance types [48].

Figure 8-10: Maintenance approach differences
The aim of CBM is to identify the imminent equipment failure so maintenance can be proactively
scheduled when it is needed – and not before. The maintenance must be triggered within a
sufficiently long time before failure, so the overhaul operations can be completed before the
failure event occurs, or before the performance falls below the optimal level (see Figure 8-3). CBM
allows preventive and corrective actions to be planned at the optimal time, thus reducing the total
cost and increasing the safety and reliability [47].
Some prominent examples of how CBM has been successfully put in practice in different industries
are the following:
 Measuring and analyzing energy emitted from mechanical equipment in the form of waves
such as vibration [49], pulses and acoustic emission [50].
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Fluid dynamics measurement analysis: considering different types of fluid such as lubrication,
hydraulic or insulation [50].
Temperature measurements helping to detect potential failures related to a temperature
change [51].

There are two main approaches used by CBM for deciding the appropriate maintenance timing:
 Model based prognostics.
 Data driven prognostics.
In model based prognostics approach, mathematical models of the system are created. These
models simulate the degradation process of the system and use this information to estimate the
remaining life of components. Models require expert knowledge of the system and its operating
conditions. Creating the models is often difficult and time-consuming and this solution is usually
used only for critical systems components/parts.
The second approach is data-driven prognostics, where models are automatically created from
data. State Condition data of the system and its components, together with important events such
as breakdowns or failures are provided by monitoring sensors and saved with reference to
monitoring time. After sufficient data about the system is retrieved, techniques from data mining
and machine learning, such as classification, clustering and regression analysis can be applied to
generate a prediction model. The model can be of different forms depending on the algorithm
used to generate it, such as a (hidden) Markov model, mathematical equations, neural networks,
finite state machines, support vector machines, etc.

Figure 8-11: OSA - CBM levels
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OSA-CBM is the acronym of Open System Architecture for Condition Based Maintenance [51]. The
aim of OSA-CBM is the representation of the standard proposal that should cover the entire range
of functions of a CBM system. The condition-based maintenance system is divided in seven
different interconnected levels [52] (see Figure 8-11):
 Data Acquisition: provides digitalized data sensors or data transducers.
 Data Manipulation: corresponds to the data processing stage. It covers all activities needed
to construct the final dataset starting from the initial data (using techniques such as data
cleaning, signal processing and feature extraction).
 State Detection: receives data from Data Acquisition and Manipulation and compares them
with expected values. This level is also able to generate alerts based on operational limits
previously set.
 Health
Assessment:
determines
if
the
condition
of
the
monitored
component/subsystem/system is degraded. The evaluation module generates diagnostic
recordings and proposes failure estimation. The diagnosis is based on trends of the health
status history, on operating status, workload and maintenance history.
 Prognostics: takes into account data from all the previous levels and computes the future
health status of an asset, taking into account its future usage profile. The module will report
the future health status at a specified time or, alternatively, the remaining useful lifetime.
 Decision Support: receives data from previous modules and generates the recommended
actions and the alternatives ones. Actions may be of maintenance type but also related to
how to continue operating an asset until the current mission is completed safely and without
definitely breaking it.
 Presentation: presents the information arriving from all the previous modules. The
presentation level could also be used as an interface to other automation systems, such as
Traffic Management System (TMS).

9

Case Studies

9.1 Case Study 1: C-DAS / ATO Application

C-DAS / ATO – Ecodriving computes optimal speed profile according to energy efficiency and
service-oriented requirements, within safety limits. C-DAS displays the driving directives to the
driver through HMI (Human Machine Interface) or, in ATO case, drives the train automatically.
The optimal speed profile depends on the real train and track condition. The input data to the
ecodriving algorithm are provided from wayside and on-board systems (see Table 9-1). In detail,
the necessary train monitoring data are divided in two categories: component and operation
condition as shown inn Figure 9-1.
Table 9-1: Train input data for C-DAS/ATO system
TRAIN DATA
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DATA

ON-BOARD
DATA
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1. Braking component
condition, such as disk and
pipe damage/crack
Component Condition

2. Traction pantograph
condition, transformer
condition, motor
condition
3. Bogie component
condition, such as wheel
and suspension defect,
damage
4. Train specifics , such as
train weight, load weight,
train composition, number
of locomotive and cars,
train length

Status Operation

5. Braking / traction
operation, such as disk
temperature, pipe
pressure, compressor
pressure, motor vibration
6. Bogies operation such as
wheel-rail interaction,
adhesion, imbalance, axle
bearing temperature
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C-DAS /ATO
TRAIN DATA

OPERATION
CONDITION

COMPONENT
CONDITION

Brake
Condition

Bogie
Condition

Traction
Condition

Disk
Damage, crack, wear,

Pantograph

Wheel

Damage, crack, wear,

Damage, crack, wear,

defect

defect

defect

Pipe

Motor

Axle

integrity

integrity, damage

integrity, damage

Compressor

Transformer

Suspension

Damage, wear

Damage, wear

Damage, wear

Cylinder
Damage, wear

Brake / Traction
Operation

Train
Specifc

Mass

Disk

Load Mass,train mass

Temperature, noise

Composition
locomotive and cars,

Pipe
pressure

lenght

Specifics
Speeds,traction and
braking type

Circuit breaker

Bogie
Operation

Wheel
Wheel-rail interaction,
adhesion

Axle
axle bearing
temperature and
vibration

Coprressor

Suspension

Pressure

Pressure, pressure

Motor

Damage, wear

Vibration

Panthograp
Friction, force

Wayside Data

On-board Data

Figure 9-1: Input from wayside and on-board monitoring systems
These data are provided to C-DAS/ATO system from wayside or on-board monitoring systems in
real time. C-DAS/ATO subsequently performs an integrated data analysis, able to define the best
speed profile according to train component current condition/status. For an even more efficient
speed profile, the C-DAS/ATO should know the information on predictive maintenance or anomaly
detection provided by Big Data Analytic in IAMS architecture. In detail, the component current
performance, ongoing maintenance activities and components predicted states are necessary data
to C-DAS elaboration processes (see Figure 9-1). The optimal speed profile takes into account:


Train operation status, such as component operational conditions (failures or functional
anomalies) and predicted operational condition.



Train component condition, such as component physical status (damage, fatigue, crack, etc)
and predicted component condition.

These data are provided from Big Data Analytic processes merging wayside and on-board
monitoring data in an Intelligent Asset Management System (see Figure 9-2).
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RU

IM

Wayside Data Monitoring

C-DAS/ATO

Train Component
Condition

On-Board Data Monitoring

Train Status
Operation

Data Integration

Compute Optimal
Speed Profile

Figure 9-2: C-DAS data input and integration
For this application, two scenarios are presented, the first shows the communication sequence for
C-DAS/ATO data input request (pull). The second scenario focuses on the communication
sequence of IM getting a wayside data monitoring update, relative to significant changes in
operation and component condition (push).
Table 9-2: Scenario 1
Case study
Scenario N. 1

Title: C-DAS / ATO Data Input Request

Objective

The specific objective of this scenario is to show the usage of wayside
monitoring data, integrating with on-board information, to improve the
driving style according to energy consumption and service efficiency. C-DAS /
ATO explicitly requests for an information update.

Actors

C-DAS / ATO System
Wayside Monitoring Systems
On-board Monitoring Systems
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Sequences

-

C-DAS / ATO requests train component data and train operational
status.

-

Wayside Monitoring System sends wayside monitoring data.

-

On-board Monitoring System sends on-board monitoring data.

-

C-DAS / ATO analyses and integrates monitoring data to compute
optimal speed profile.

C-DAS / ATO

On-board Monitoring System

Wayside Monitoring System

Request Monitoring data
Send Monitoring Data

Request Monitoring data
Send Monitoring Data

Integration Data

Compute Speed Profile

Table 9-3: Scenario 2
Case study
Scenario N. 2

Title: Wayside Data Monitoring Change

Objective

The specific objective of this scenario is to show the usage of wayside
monitoring data, integrating with on-board information, to improve the driving
style according to energy consumption and service efficiency. The Wayside or
On-board System informs C-DAS about a relevant update/change in monitored
values.

Actors

C-DAS / ATO System
Wayside Monitoring Systems
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On-board Monitoring Systems?

Sequences

-

Wayside Monitoring System / On-board Monitoring System gets a
relevant update in monitored values.

-

Wayside Monitoring System / On-board Monitoring System sends
wayside monitoring data to C-DAS/ATO.

-

C-DAS / ATO analyses and integrates on-board monitoring data and
computes a new optimal speed profile.

Wayside Monitoring System

C-DAS / ATO

On-board Monitoring System

Send Update/change monitoring data

Send Update/change Data Monitoring

Integration Data

Comupte Speed Profile

9.2 Case Study 2: Intelligent Video Gate Operation

The Intelligent Video Gate is an innovative system being developed in IP5, whose main objective
is the automation of railway terminals inbound/outbound operations. The IVG will be installed at
the terminal entry and will use video recognition, together with RFID tags to identify freight cars
and containers. IVG functionality will also be extended to collecting monitoring information for
both incoming and outgoing trains, related to automatically safety alarms such as:
 Out of gauge.
 Overweight and imbalances.
 Dangerous goods on board.
 Wheel defects.
 Etc.
The Intelligent Video Gate should also include an interface with the on-board monitoring system
to allow enrichment and validation of the wayside collected information, providing a better service
for the terminal operator and reaching higher safety levels.
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The monitoring information collected by the two systems, on-board and wayside ones is divided
in two categories as shown in Figure 9-3.
Table 9-4: Train input data for Intelligent Video Gate
TRAIN DATA

Vehicle and Loading Unit
Identification

DATA MONITORING
1. Vehicle Identification
Number, model, number
of axles

X

2. Loading Unit Identification
Number, type, dimensions

X

3. Dangerous goods
Identification class, UN
Numbers

X

4. Train specifics , such as
train weight, load weight,
train composition, number
of locomotive and cars,
train length
Monitoring data

5. Braking / traction
operation, such as disk
temperature, pipe
pressure, compressor
pressure, vibration motor
6. Bogies operation such as
wheel-rail interaction,
adhesion, imbalance, axle
bearing temperature,
tanks temperature and
pressure
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ON-BOARD
DATA

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Figure 9-3 IVG and on-board collected data

Figure 9-4 Information Flow
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Figure 9-4 shows the information flow in a terminal equipped with an Intelligent Video Gate
capable of collecting information both from wayside and on-board systems and providing to the
terminal operator automatic inbound/outbound operation together with safety alarms.
Table 9-5: Scenario 1
Case study
Scenario N. 1

Title: New train entering the terminal

Objective

The specific objective of this case study is to show the usage of wayside data
monitoring provided by IVG, integrating with on-board information, to allow
automatic inbound operation for a new arriving train and collection of any
safety alarms.

Actors

IVG
On-Board Monitoring System
Terminal Operating System
Terminal Operator
Railway Undertaking
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Sequences

-

IVG detects a new arriving train.

-

Identification and monitoring data is collected by IVG.

-

IVG requests to each wagon on-board monitoring data.

-

On-Board system sends to IVG on-board monitoring data.

-

IVG integrates all data together and sends them to Terminal Operating
System.

-

Terminal Operating System compares inbound data with expected data
and informs operator on inconsistencies, especially on any unexpected
or missing dangerous freight placards.

-

Terminal Operating System informs operator on any safety alarm
detected by IVG.

-

TOS sends Railway Undertaking maintenance related data.

IVG

On-board Monitoring System

TOS

RU

Terminal Operator

Detect new Train

Collect ID and monitoring data
Monitoring data request
Send Monitoring Data
Integrate monitoring data
Send Integrated Data

Process data
Display information

Send Maintenance Data
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Table 9-6: Scenario 2
Case study
Scenario N. 2

Title: Train leaving the terminal

Objective

The specific objective of this case study is to show the usage of wayside data
monitoring provided by IVG, integrating with on-board information, to allow
automatic outbound operation for a leaving train and providing safety alarms.

Actors

IVG
On-Board Monitoring System
Terminal Operating System
Terminal Operator
Infrastructure Manager
Railway Undertaking

Sequences

-

IVG detects a departing train and sends information to Terminal
Operating System (TOS).

-

IVG collects identification and monitoring information for departing
train using wayside sensors.

-

IVG collects information by on-board monitoring systems.

-

IVG integrates and sends collected information to Terminal Operating
System.

-

TOS compares information coming from IVG with expected information
on departing train and informs terminal operator on any missing,
unexpected information or safety alarms. Special attention is paid to the
presence of expected dangerous placards.

-

TOS sends data to Infrastructure Manager related to any safety alarms
detected and maintenance issues.

-

TOS sends data to Railway Undertaking on maintenance related issue.
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IVG

On-board Monitoring System

TOS

Terminal Operator

IM

RU

Detect departing train
Notify train departing
Display train departing
Collect ID and monitoring data
Monitoring data request
Send Monitoring dat
Integrate monitoring data
Send integrated data

Process data
Display information

Send alarm and maintenance data()

Send maintenance data

10 Conclusions

Rolling stocks are among the most important assets in the railway sector. Railway vehicles are
composed of various components that inevitably fail. The problem is becoming even more relevant
in the context of increasing freight operation capacity and availability, in line with Shit2Rail
relevant expected KPIs. Therefore, efficient rolling stocks monitoring is a key activity in the process
of improving asset maintenance and operations safety, with a significant impact on the overall
efficiency of railway operation. Various monitoring systems installed on-board or wayside already
exist, while new generation ones are being developed. All are able to monitor different rolling
stocks parts during regular operation. For a better maintenance process, the integration of all
different measurements (on-board and wayside) is the best solution.
The advantages are related to the possibility to perform rolling stock monitoring and more in
general information collection, by on-board continuous checks and on-spot wayside ones. The
rolling stocks owners, the Railway Undertaking and the Courier can use the information coming
from monitoring systems to perform periodic checks on the vehicles and infrastructure assets for
implementing Intelligent Asset Management solutions, augmenting railway operation safety
levels, and for optimizing the provided logistic services. A key aspect is the definition of a common
Canonical Data Model to simplify and facilitate the data access and sharing for data processing and
interpretation.
This deliverable defines the relevant parameters of the rolling stocks to be monitored. Then a
description of the most relevant new and existing wayside monitoring technologies and systems
used in railway sector is provided. The wayside monitoring approach is compared with the onG A H2020 – 730617
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board one, highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches. Subsequently
the overall solution for data integration, data processing and data usage is provided as part of the
Intelligent Asset Management approach. The Canonical Data Model is proposed as an important
component of data integration, to be used for data exchange between different stockholders. Data
processing steps related to Big Data Analytics process are detailed and the usage of Analytics
methods for decision making on asset management is described through two main approaches:
Anomaly (Outlier) Detection and Condition Based Maintenance.
Finally two case studies are presented to exemplify the importance and potential of using wayside
and on-board monitoring data, the first one based on the ATO C-DAS application and the second
one on the Intelligent Video Gate, for operation optimization, maintenance and safety issues.
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